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Introduction
It has now been more than a year since the World Health Organization declared the
COVID-19 outbreak a global pandemic. Much has been written about the role consumer
technology has played in helping people adapt to the social changes COVID has brought
about, including the long periods of isolation many have faced as governments sought to
curtail the spread of the virus. The countless stories of how, for example, video calling has
enabled people to keep in touch with friends and family – and even to celebrate some of
life’s most important occasions – have reaffirmed the potential for technology to create
social value for people around the world.
Less, however, has been written about the other ways that technology companies have
informed the public health response to COVID – including through data, research, and
other efforts to combat the virus -- and the policy judgments that inform decisions about
how to provide that support responsibly. As we reflect on over a year of life under the
COVID pandemic, this paper shares the decisions we’ve made at Facebook about how to
assist in the public health response to COVID and what we’ve learned in providing this
assistance. We focus particularly on how we have sought to address the urgent needs of
public health authorities and researchers while maintaining our strong commitment to
privacy and other fundamental rights.
Section 1 of this paper explains our thinking about how Facebook could most effectively
contribute to the COVID response. We discuss how we determined which areas of the
public health response to focus on, including our conclusion that our participation should
be guided by public health officials, researchers, and other experts. We also decided to
prioritize areas where the nature of our services made our contributions particularly
impactful – for example, that we’d play to the strengths of our platforms as tools for
distributing authoritative information.
After identifying areas of focus, we assessed whether to support particular projects or
initiatives. Protecting privacy and human rights is at the core of all our work at Facebook.
But as many policymakers and regulators have made clear in providing guidance about
the COVID response, privacy is just one of the fundamental rights implicated by
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COVID-related challenges. Section 2 discusses how we’ve sought to protect the rights to
privacy and data protection while also honoring other fundamental rights through our
assessment processes. It concludes with a proposed framework to carry out these
assessments, taking into account potential benefits while also assessing risks, potential
harms and safeguards.
To further illustrate the assessment framework we’ve set out, Section 3 provides a series
of case studies. The first is an example of applying the proposed assessment framework
to technology to automate contact tracing or exposure notification. The second case
study focuses on sensitive data and the tensions evident in identifying the appropriate
set of data protection safeguards, such as consent, where the sensitive data has the
potential for significant beneficial uses at scale in a public health emergency. The final
case study is an in-depth discussion of one key safeguard: privacy-enhancing
technologies (PETs) in the context of sharing aggregated data and insights. The
application of each of these case studies raises challenging questions, particularly
in the public health context.
Although this paper is largely retrospective, we view it as a conversation-starter.
We hope it will lead to a broader series of discussions among stakeholders around the
globe to understand decision-making in the current emergency and to inform future
decision-making should similar challenges arise again. To that end, we conclude each case
study with questions for discussion. With greater clarity and consensus around standards
governing the questions raised, we see the opportunity to better enable responsible uses
of data, including for public health emergencies.
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Section 1

Which areas could Facebook assist with
the pandemic response?
In early 2020, as COVID-19 spread around the globe, questions quickly emerged from
inside and outside the company about how Facebook could assist with the public health
response. We received various collaboration requests from public health authorities and
the research community.1 Facebook employees with a variety of experience and skill sets
asked how they could assist. And the company was eager to put our data, technology,
and talent to work in helping the recovery effort. At this stage, little was known about the
virus’s eventual impact and many companies were rushing to help. In thinking about the
role that Facebook should play, we wanted to maximize the positive impact we could
have and — despite the emergency situation — ensure we were upholding our
responsibilities around privacy and fairness.
The first question we had to answer was, “where should we focus?” We knew that our
considerable resources made it possible to intervene in many different ways. We watched
as some companies leveraged their existing products, services, and capabilities to meet
the needs of a radically changed world.2 And we looked on with interest as other
companies pivoted to new lines of business entirely – for example, by manufacturing
masks and other PPE that were in short supply during the early stages of the pandemic.3
To decide our path forward, we followed two principles:
1) We would take our cues from the experts leading the pandemic response. While
our employees had many ideas about how we could contribute, we recognized at
the outset that our decisions should be guided by the things experts in the public
health community identified to be in the best interest of individuals and
communities as part of the public health response.
2) Rather than explore new product lines, we decided that we could most effectively
and most quickly contribute to helping people by playing to the strengths already
inherent in our products and among our employees.
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Below we’ve provided examples of how these principles played out in real-time decisions
of some areas where we focused our efforts and what we did not pursue.4

I.

Using social networking technology to help experts connect
with communities

Early in the pandemic public health and humanitarian experts identified possible
interventions where we could play a valuable role because of our ability to reach so many
people on our services. By March of 2021, we had connected over 2 billion people from
189 countries to Covid-19 information from authoritative sources.5 Not only did we offer
services that made it easy for public health officials to easily communicate to their
communities, but we also had experience running interventions such as promotions or
surveys at a large scale. For instance, before the pandemic, we had surveyed millions of
online small businesses biannually on their business challenges and expectations to
provide policymakers, research institutions, and nonprofits with insights on the future
of business.6
We understood from epidemiologists during the early days of the pandemic that surveys,
in particular, could assist their efforts in three critical areas: (1) forecasting the spread of
the virus; (2) assessing people’s understanding of preventive behaviors, such as social
distancing, mask wearing, and hand washing; and (3) understanding attitudes and
behaviors related to vaccination as vaccines start to become available.7 We partnered
with some of these experts at Carnegie Mellon University's Delphi Research Group,
University of Maryland, and the Initiative on the Digital Economy at MIT to create a
method of survey collaboration and data sharing that leveraged our strength in enabling
communication and their strength in public health research. We promote the surveys to
people around the world using Facebook and Instagram. In addition to enabling broad
distribution of surveys, we were able to, in aggregate, use information people share with
us to mitigate potential bias in sampling. The surveys themselves are run by the research
institutions that have expertise in which public health questions can most effectively be
answered and conducting analyses of survey responses.8 This collaboration enabled a
setup where we could help with distribution, while only the researchers hosted the survey
and collected individual survey responses and they did not share individual responses
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with us.9 The researchers do, however, make the aggregate results of the surveys publicly
available.10 We host public visualizations of this publicly available information to help
communicate to a wide audience ranging from individuals curious about disease spread
to public health authorities, who may use the information to help prepare responses and
allocate resources, as well as to inform messaging tactics and policy decisions at a
regional level related to their vaccine rollout efforts.

II.

Share aggregated data and insights

Many people share data with Facebook that can, in the aggregate, provide crucial insights
for humanitarian work and research. Since 2017, our Data for Good program has
partnered with over 450 organizations in nearly 70 countries, and collaboratively built
privacy-preserving products, such as aggregated datasets in the form of maps, that
provide real-time insights for addressing public health emergencies, spurring economic
opportunity, and fighting climate change.11 In response to COVID-19, we turned to Data
for Good tools to help researchers get the information they needed to understand and
respond to the pandemic and plan for their recovery. We partnered with dozens of trusted
organizations to use Data for Good’s Disease Prevention Maps and Movement Range
Maps to aid relief efforts. These partners include universities like Harvard School of Public
Health in the US, National Tsing Hua University in Taiwan, and University of Pavia in Italy,
as well as nonprofits and institutions such as Direct Relief, the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, and the World Bank.12 Our partners established the COVID-19 mobility data
network, a global coalition to provide real-time insights from our maps.13 The maps,
which we’ll discuss in more detail in Section 3 below, have informed crucial decisions
about where to allocate resources, how to educate the public, and understanding the
efficacy of non-pharmaceutical interventions and mitigations across Latam, Asia, Europe,
and North America.14 Researchers in Taiwan used the datasets to identify the cities with
the highest chance of infection; researchers in Italy analyzed lockdown measures and
their impact on income inequality; and public health officials in California and New York
reviewed county-level data daily to steer public health messaging.
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III.

Combine expertise in machine learning and artificial intelligence
with large, comprehensive datasets

Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) are important tools to support public
health experts around the world in their efforts to keep people safe and informed amid
the COVID-19 pandemic. Facebook also has significant expertise in ML and AI. We
partnered with academic researchers and other experts globally on a range of initiatives
related to COVID-19 that leveraged this expertise. For instance, we worked with academic
experts in New York, New Jersey, and Austria to provide localized COVID-19 forecasting
models to them, and they in turn used those models to develop and share forecasts with
public health authorities and emergency services providers.15 The information produced
by our AI models improved resource planning for in-demand resources, such as hospitals,
ICU beds, ventilators, and masks.16 We then published AI-powered forecasts publicly to
help predict the spread of COVID-19 across the entire United States at the county level.
These forecasts leverage large, comprehensive datasets, including those discussed above
– aggregated data from the Symptom Survey and Movement Range Maps – as well as
non-Facebook public data.17 A critical factor we developed for these forecasts is a new
neural autoregressive model that aims to disentangle regional from disease-inherent
aspects within these datasets.18 Our model has the ability to account for relationships
among different counties, so, for example, an uptick in one area can have an impact on
predictions for adjacent or similar districts.19

IV.

Refraining from sharing people’s precise location

Finally, there were areas we discussed with experts that we decided not to pursue
because they did not align well with the strengths inherent in our existing products and
therefore would be of limited value to help people. For example, we received requests for
user location data from governments seeking to use it to rapidly scale quarantine and
physical distinancing measures to better limit COVID-19 spread amongst their
population. Even setting aside the significant privacy and data protection issues involved,
which we discussed at length with global civil society experts in privacy and data
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protection and cover in the first case study below, we simply did not have the kinds of
data that would have been useful to achieve the desired goals.
Specifically, we only collect precise location information from users’ devices in limited
circumstances -- and only with a person’s consent to collect the information, which they
can turn off or manage via their Location Settings. People consent to provide their
precise location information to enable products like Nearby Friends and to see more
locally relevant content and ads on our services. Only a portion of the Facebook
community consents to such information collection. And of those who have consented to
the collection of their precise location information from their device, only some allow us
to store that information over time. That is, even though we might initially receive a
person’s precise location from their device, we only retain that precise location for an
extended period if the person also specifically opted-in to that longer term retention.
Moreover, when a user shares their precise location with us via the Location Services
setting on their device, our app can access location-related data from the device’s
sensors, including GPS, Wifi and Bluetooth data. However, the precision of the
information that we receive can vary widely depending on the setting and the strength of
signals available to the user’s device. For instance, if a person is in a building that blocks a
GPS signal, the operating system will have and will transmit less precise GPS information
(and may or may not have other signals such as Wifi available).
Because of the factors above, our location information was of limited benefit for people
and communities addressing rapid COVID-19 spread. For instance, even if we could
understand two people were inside the same mall, we may not know whether they were
in close proximity to each other or even in the same store. For all these reasons, as well as
the privacy and data protection considerations discussed in the first case study in Section
3, we decided not to fulfill these types of requests; instead focusing on our existing
strengths, such as providing the aggregated data and insights discussed above from our
Data for Good program.
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Section 2

How could we assist public health efforts
while respecting people’s privacy and
fundamental rights?
The frameworks and laws proposed to address privacy have far-reaching implications
with respect to the use of data and technology to support public health aims, and policy
choices may prioritize certain fundamental rights over others. Privacy and data
protection is often framed as an all-or-nothing proposition, especially in an emergency,
with headlines essentially asking individuals or decision-makers to choose between
individuals’ privacy or their health.20 This narrative misses a critical conversation about
how to best secure multiple aims or fundamental rights concurrently, and can undermine
trust in well-designed data protection and information governance to streamline and
enhance emergency response systems.
Robust accountability processes and frameworks for balancing and protecting privacy
and other fundamental rights were critical for us to build products, form partnerships,
and otherwise participate in the public health response to COVID-19. This section details
our assessment processes and proposes a framework to carry out these assessments,
taking into account potential benefits while also assessing risks, potential harms
and safeguards.

I.

Assessment processes

At Facebook, the product-development process includes accountability mechanisms
designed to incorporate guidance from experts inside and outside the company. With
respect to our pandemic-related efforts, we incorporated feedback from experts in
the fields of privacy, content policy, health policy, human rights, responsible design,
and security.
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The Privacy Review process at Facebook is one of the best representations of the shifts
we’ve been making to honor people’s privacy in everything we do. We’ve had a version of
Privacy Review at Facebook for many years, but over the past year we’ve made it even
stronger by using a more holistic approach with more extensive technical validation, and
more in-depth internal and external consultations. This process focuses not only on
making the best decision we can, but also structuring our company processes to consider
privacy impacts at the early stages of product development, to document mitigations to
any such impacts, and to ensure that mitigations are consistently implemented when a
product is built. Facebook’s privacy process also focuses on education -- helping to
increase capacity to anticipate and address privacy concerns across the company, leading
to better future decisions.
In this process, gathering and incorporating internal and external feedback starts at the
product ideation phase and continues even after rolling out a new or modified product or
service. The process is grounded in principles embodied in legal regimes,21 data
governance frameworks,22 and context-specific data protection guidance.23 The process
often goes beyond the review of strict data protection and other legal requirements; it
also explores policy, ethical and societal implications of our products and services.

II.

Assessment framework

To ensure we were appropriately considering people’s fundamental rights around data
protection while also addressing public interest priorities -- in this case, those associated
with the pandemic response -- in our Privacy Review process for COVID-19 related
initiatives, we considered and balanced a variety of factors including the benefit of the
data or technology, the types and likelihoods of harms that can result from the data or
technology, and the feasibility to use safeguards to minimize risk. The following proposed
framework draws together many of the factors we considered across a number of our
assessments related to addressing the public health emergency. It stands on the
shoulders of a wide range of accountability and assessment guidance,24 and we found
the UN Global Pulse’s two-phase Risk, Harms and Benefits Assessment Tool to be
particularly instructive as we worked through issues related to COVID-19.25
Benefits. To ensure that our interventions were effective, we started by identifying the
positive impact or problem(s) solved by the proposed product or service. We also
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assessed the likelihood that the product or service would be effective in solving the
stated problem or achieving the stated positive impact.
Risks. Our Privacy Review process involved analysis of privacy risks that could arise in a
number of areas, such as sharing with third parties who then misuse the data for
purposes incompatible with the original data collection purpose(s). Additional security,
organizational, legal, or reputation risks might also be identified. In addition to the nature
of the risk, risks may differ in potential likelihood and severity. Identifying these risks
holistically was important to ensuring we could clearly assess whether these risks could
be effectively mitigated.
Potential Harms. Harms to individuals or societal harms, encompassing human rights
violations, had the potential to arise as a result of the risks identified, such as loss of
liberty, loss of autonomy, harassment, physical harm, psychological harm, reputational
harm, financial loss, bias or discrimination. As with beneficial value and risks, harms could
differ in potential likelihood and severity, and some harms may disproportionately affect
certain groups of people.
Safeguards. Safeguards may reduce or eliminate the potential likelihood or severity of
risks and/or resulting harms. Safeguards could include things like privacy-enhancing
technologies (PETs), transparency, consent, legal and contractual restrictions, or further
restricting data collection, use or sharing. The interplay between risks, potential harms,
and safeguards is important to understand. For example, if a safeguard reduced the
likelihood of a risk but the severity of the resulting harm(s) remained high, the safeguard
may have less mitigating impact than if it reduced the severity of the resulting harm(s)
but the likelihood of the risk remained high.
Necessity, Proportionality, Lawfulness, and Legitimacy. Drawing from human rights and
data protection principles, where there is a legitimate beneficial value and not all risks or
harms can be fully mitigated, the product or service should be necessary and
proportionate to achieving the beneficial value, as well as lawful and legitimate. This may
take into account whether the product or service is the least restrictive means in
achieving the beneficial value, i.e. an alternative, less risky or harmful method to achieve
the beneficial value is not feasible, as well as counterfactual risks of not acting.
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Section 3

Case Studies
While not all factors of the assessment framework proposed above are always relevant
or present, they can be generalized across many use cases. To further illustrate the
assessment framework proposed above, this section provides a series of case studies.
First, we discuss the assessment framework as applied to our decisions about facilitating
promotion of automated contact tracing technologies on our platforms. The second case
study focuses on sensitive data and the tensions evident in identifying the appropriate
set of data protection safeguards, such as consent, where the sensitive data has the
potential for significant beneficial uses at scale in a public health emergency. The final
case study is an in-depth discussion of one key safeguard: privacy-enhancing
technologies (PETs) in the context of sharing aggregated data and insights. The
application of each of these case studies raises challenging questions, particularly in the
public health context. We explore these challenges and our decision-making within each
case study, and we then offer some further questions for discussion to conclude each
case study.

I.

Applying the overall framework: Technology to automate
contact tracing or exposure notification

Historically, contact tracing has been a critical strategy for mitigating the impact of a
variety of diseases by slowing the spread of infection.26 Traditional contact tracing
involves public health authorities soliciting medically significant contacts from a person
recently diagnosed with a disease. The public health authority then directly notifies
people (such as via a phone call) who may have been exposed to the person who tested
positive.27 In the case of COVID-19, public health authorities help the person who was
exposed to the virus to quarantine, and, potentially, to get tested, thereby reducing the
risk of the exposed person unknowingly spreading COVID-19.28 In order for this process
to work effectively, people must be able to recall all of the contacts who they were with
during a specific time period for what the public health authority deems a medically
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significant encounter. Today, people around the world carry with them mobile devices
with capabilities that can enable understanding of who has been in close proximity to
particular individuals or devices.29 Precise data about where individuals are located and
congregated throughout the day therefore has the potential to be useful for notifying
people who may have been exposed.30
As COVID-19 started to spread to countries around the globe, we received requests that
we play a role in providing our data or using our technological expertise to help public
health authorities to automate their contact tracing efforts.31 Many public health experts
pointed to the opportunity for mobile phone GPS or Bluetooth data as a way to rapidly
scale to meet the growing spread of COVID-19.32 Those making such requests thought
automating contact tracing could benefit public health efforts because it could work
without relying on a large, trained workforce within a public health authority to trace
infected individuals through traditional methods like telephone calls, and that automated
contact tracing would be more effective because it would not rely on infected individuals
knowing or remembering who they have come into contact with. This was also true with
respect to exposure notification technology developed a bit later in the spring, which
traces proximity among infected individuals and notifies the individuals, but does not
allow a centralized tracing of possible infection chains by a public health authority.33
However, some public health experts and other experts in the technology itself were
more cautious about the benefits, noting that the efficacy of such technology was still to
be proven and required significant adoption amongst the population of a given region to
benefit people within the community.34 For these reasons, and because mobile OS
makers have both more reach and more extensive access to precise location data than we
do, we concluded that mobile OS operators were better positioned than Facebook to
build technology to automate contact tracing that had a chance of being adopted at the
precision and reach necessary to achieve the potential benefits of the technology for
people and communities in the midst of addressing rapid disease spread.
Even though we decided not to build such technology, we still had requests to play a role
by using our social networking services to promote the work of external public health
experts related to contact tracing. For instance, public health authorities requested to
use the advertising space we donated on our platforms to promote their automated
contact tracing or exposure notification apps.35 In deciding our response to these
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requests, we considered the benefit to people by taking into account whether the apps
had been deemed effective by a public health authority, like the WHO or a public health
ministry, in helping to contain the spread of COVID-19, and whether they integrated
coherently with a country’s or state’s public health strategy and systems.
We also considered the privacy risks and harms to people that may arise by consulting a
number of global privacy and civil liberties experts as well as drawing on global guidance
and frameworks, many of which were specific to the context of contact tracing.36 As an
example, privacy experts were concerned about the risk of misuse of data by the entity or
entities responsible for the data collected within in an app, particularly in jurisdictions
that lacked data protection law addressing the specific context. If several branches of a
government had access to location data collected via an app, for instance, that could
potentially result in its use for enforcement purposes beyond the scope of addressing
COVID-19.37 Experts highlighted to us the potential for this to result in harms to people,
such as discrimination or wider surveillance.38 They also noted the potential for
normalization of surveillance in a region in circumstances beyond the present public
health emergency.39
We assessed various technical, legal, and organizational safeguards that could mitigate
the risks and potential harms above, as well as whether apps met international human
rights standards (legitimacy, necessity, lawfulness, and proportionality).40 For example,
we considered whether apps were run by public health authorities with clear intent that
any data collected should not fall within the control of law enforcement or
security/intelligence authorities as evidenced by technical design or other policy or legal
safeguards.41 As an example of technical design, exposure notification apps allow for
data to be collected and stored anonymously and on device, thus preventing an
individual’s movement to be tracked by others and mitigating concerns about wider
government re-use or surveillance. 42 With respect to human rights standards, exposure
notification apps therefore seemed necessary and proportionate to achieving the
beneficial value. We also chose to facilitate promotion of voluntary apps only.43
After conducting case-by-case assessments and receiving evidence of effectiveness, we
allowed some public health authorities to use donated advertising space on Facebook to
promote their exposure notification apps. A primary factor in our decision-making was
that exposure notification apps allow for privacy preserving decentralized processing that
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mitigates the significant risks and the potential for harms discussed above.44 By contrast,
we did not facilitate promotion of contact tracing apps allowing a centralized tracing of
possible infection chains by a public health authority, which is accompanied by more
significant likelihood of risks such as government data re-use or harms arising from wider
government surveillance. We recognize that some may disagree with this outcome, either
from the perspective that exposure notification is still too risky or potentially harmful as
compared to effectiveness, or from the opposite perspective that other automated
contract tracing apps have benefits that justify their centralized processing.45
While we know there will continue to be disagreement about whether we made the right
choices in the apex of the pandemic, we hope this transparency about our assessment
framework and decision-making helps to foster continued discussion with the aim of
building wider consensus around how we consider and weight these difficult decisions
with respect to balancing public health objectives and privacy -- and could help to build
greater consensus about the appropriate role of companies like ours in future global
emergencies. Given the complexity of the dependencies at play and competing values
and societal norms, we believe that this kind of retrospective analysis could be helpful in
building alignment around accountability frameworks that could apply to similar choices
in the future.

Questions for discussion
1. Does our framework consider the right factors? As applied in this case study,
should we have considered different risks and harms or weighed them differently?
2. How do we assess potential benefits in an emergency context where the
effectiveness of uses in the public interest may still be uncertain as understanding
is developing?
3. The likelihood and severity of the risks and harms was highly speculative, but we
had to make a decision with limited information in a relatively short period of time.
How do we best gain consensus across domains of expertise such as public health
and privacy? Or balance competing views of relative risks and value?
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II.

High benefits, strong safeguards: Sensitive data, consent and
secondary uses for the public health emergency

The traditional approach to privacy protection is notice and consent: tell people what
you’re planning to do with their data and then ask them if they agree. Consent
requirements, particularly explicit consent requirements for sensitive data, tend to focus
on gaining permission for specific or narrow data uses. Because sensitive data can give
rise to a number of significant privacy risks and potential harms to people, data
protection frameworks tend to prioritize individuals’ choices in the form of explicit
consent. There can also be a number of beneficial purposes for processing sensitive data.
Many open questions remain when it comes to processing sensitive data for beneficial
purposes such as public health and scientific research. In responding to unforeseen
situations like the COVID-19 pandemic, experts have observed that explicit consent,
particularly on its own, may not be a feasible or appropriate safeguard of privacy in some
circumstances, with broader data governance and ethical considerations also at play.46
We find there are still important open questions actively being debated – even in
jurisdictions with comprehensive data protection law such as the EU – about exactly
where to draw the lines for what types of beneficial data uses require consent and what
types of secondary uses are appropriate or compatible thus eliminating the need for a
separate or additional consent.47
The GDPR, for instance, recognizes that the right to data protection must be considered
in relationship to its function in society, and assessed alongside other fundamental
rights.48 Such balancing can be seen in the processing of special categories of personal
data (similar to what we refer to herein as ‘sensitive data,’ but not encompassing location
information), which allows for processing without explicit consent where necessary for
reasons of public interest in the area of public health, such as protecting against serious
cross-border threats to health, provided there is a basis for such processing in EU or
Member State law.49 Similar processing of sensitive data necessary for scientific or
historical research is allowed provided there is a basis in EU or Member State law which is
proportionate to the aim pursued, respects the essence of the right to data protection,
and provides for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and
the interests of the data subject.50 These exceptions to the general prohibition under the
GDPR against processing special categories of personal data evidence a balancing
between data protection and the potential benefits of this data. However, because such
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provisions rely on a basis for processing in EU or Member State law, they are
implemented inconsistently across jurisdictions, giving rise to challenges in achieving
the full potential benefits in areas such as public health and scientific research.51
Our COVID-19 survey efforts provide a practical example of this tension with respect
to the potential for beneficial value of sensitive information and its protection in data
processing. In Section 1 above, we described how we used our social networking
technology to help experts connect with communities, in particular promoting to people
on Facebook and Instagram symptom and preventive behavior surveys conducted by
academic researchers to help understand and forecast the spread of COVID-19, as well as
to gain insight on COVID-19 vaccine attitudes.52 These surveys may collect sensitive data
about a person’s health, such as potential COVID-19 symptoms they are experiencing or if
they’ve been immunized, or a variety of demographic information such as age, gender,
socioeconomic status, political views, race or ethnicity. The beneficial uses of the
sensitive data collected in these include: (1) informing correlation or causation factors
among relevant groups and their beliefs or behaviors related to the virus, such as mask
wearing or vaccine hesitancy; (2) understanding differences in impact of the disease and
predicting future impact for relevant groups; and (3) assessing bias, discrimination, and
fairness concerns with respect to relevant groups.53 All of the above, in turn, may improve
and help target public health interventions related to the public health emergency.
While health or demographic data may be accessible to healthcare providers, others
such as researchers, healthcare authorities, or private sector actors often lack such data,
making it difficult for them to spot and serve populations that may be experiencing
disproportionate harms.54 As the spread of COVID-19 progressed, for instance,
healthcare providers began to observe that certain races and ethnicities experienced
disproportionate impacts from the virus.55 Once these disparities became clear, it was
important for the academic researchers conducting the symptom and preventive
behavior surveys to collect this data from survey respondents to inform responses to
these trends.56 Similarly, as vaccine development and distribution progressed, it was
important to collect information about vaccine attitudes and behaviors to inform
messaging tactics and policy decisions at a regional level related to vaccine
rollout efforts.57
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Where processing sensitive data, the question then becomes appropriate safeguard for
the beneficial purposes set out. Many open questions remain, particularly where seeking
to protect against cross-border threats to health such as the pandemic, whether explicit
consent is an appropriate safeguard of privacy and whether in some circumstances, but
certainly not all, it may limit the scale of collection or sharing of information.58 As one
example, in promoting to people on Facebook and Instagram the preventive behavior and
symptom surveys conducted by academic researchers, we provided transparency that
the survey would not be on Facebook and we would not receive individual survey
responses. If they proceeded, the researchers also separately sought their explicit
consent to take the survey. By September 2020, more than 30 million people around the
world had taken these surveys,59 with relevant findings continuing to be published as of
the date of this paper.60
By contrast, the insights and learnings from our Data for Good maps used in COVID-19
response would not have been possible if we had to seek a separate, new consent to use
the location data with each new map and crisis. Implementing such a safeguard would
have limited the maps to being forward looking only, which is very limiting during a
disaster when you need data as quickly as possible -- and where one of the most
important comparisons is between historic population behavior and behavior during the
emergency. It would also increase friction resulting in low and unequal distribution of
participants, which may reduce the value of the maps, especially as an input in
forecasting the spread of COVID-19 or informing regional responses. A lot of the value
was in creating forecasts at smaller geographic levels such as county, where the patterns
in the location data are complex and rapidly evolving. Such forecasting relies on large,
comprehensive data sets for statistically significant results within a given region and time
period to help ensure and enhance accuracy of predictions. We therefore use other
safeguards of privacy, as discussed in the last case study below.
Recent guidance from EU bodies points to many of the key outstanding questions in this
context. For instance, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) published Guidelines
on the processing of data concerning health for the purpose of scientific research in the
context of the COVID-19 outbreak repeated the language of the GDPR that categorizes
scientific research, by default, as a compatible further use not requiring separate consent
to process; however, the EDPB deferred to forthcoming guidance with respect to
secondary uses of data concerning health due to the “horizontal and complex nature”
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of the topic.61 The EDPB recently released guidance on the application of the GDPR to
health research. It highlighted many of the complications that researchers face under
GDPR when conducting studies that span multiple Member States, such as a lack of
clarity on how researchers can obtain “broad consent” to data processing and on what
“additional safeguards” allow for processing data for scientific research purposes
and for using data previously collected.62 Additional guidance on these questions is
expected.63 Further, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) recently published a
discussion paper noting the potential benefits from secondary uses in enabling larger
data sets that are key to many public health interventions and strategies.64 However,
there is no consensus on the set of standards to enable this secondary use and, in
particular, how to approach consent in such a context.65 The EMA is also preparing
question and answer guidance on the application of EU data protection rules to the
secondary use of health data in medicines development, evaluation and supervision.66

Questions for discussion
1. What is the appropriate instrument (e.g., industry codes, regulatory guidance, etc.)
for ensuring consistency in approach across different stakeholders operating in
different jurisdictions about processing sensitive data for promoting public health
and scientific research?
2. What regulatory structures and/or substantive data protection provisions
sufficiently enable sensitive data to be obtained and used for beneficial purposes,
and in what circumstances?
3. How might we foster trust in collective or societal objectives that do not require
consent? What is a robust accompanying set of safeguards (e.g. transparency,
independent ethical review, privacy-enhancing technologies,, etc.)
4. Is the practicability of seeking consent relevant? Why or why not? If so, what
factors should prove impracticability?
5. What are the high-risk uses of data during the COVID-19 pandemic giving rise to
privacy harms to individuals or society that should always require consent (i.e.
discrimination, prediction of an individual’s health condition, government
repurposing for non-disease surveillance)?
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III.

Privacy-enhancing technologies as a safeguard: Sharing
aggregated data and insights

This case study will zoom in on one of the most critical and commonly debated
safeguards with respect to ours and others’ work related to COVID-19 –
privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs).67 We found the EU’s data protection guidance on
COVID-19 particularly instructive with respect to this safeguard, although, as we will
discuss, even within it many important and challenging questions remain unresolved.68
To illustrate these questions, we’ll focus on the sharing of aggregate datasets through
our Data for Good program.
As discussed in Section 1, we offer datasets in the form of maps on population and
movement that researchers and non-profits use to understand the coronavirus crisis,
informing disease forecasting efforts and protective measures during the pandemic.
Disease Prevention Maps and Movement Range Maps are aggregated datasets that,
alone or when combined with epidemiological information from health systems, help
public health organizations close gaps in understanding where people live, how people are
moving, and the state of their cellular connectivity, in order to improve the effectiveness
of health campaigns and epidemic response. For instance, Taiwanese researchers were
among the first to implement a new dataset that was produced with data from Disease
Prevention Maps on the colocation probability of people from different regions to
understand the rates at which people may be coming into contact.69
Our work on Disease Prevention Maps and Movement Range Maps demonstrate the
complexity of questions surrounding PETs. In our experience, for some datasets, it may
be practical and feasible to create a differentially private or highly aggregated public
datasets that achieve their intended purposes for pandemic response. In other instances,
even though the data remains aggregated, the objectives of health researchers or
humanitarian organizations may require another layer of detail or the dataset may be
smaller. There may still be significant beneficial value for individuals and society in sharing
aggregated, de-identified or pseudonymous data. PETs can be accompanied by legal and
organization safeguards that further help mitigate privacy risk. The discussion below will
illustrate how we have applied this approach to Disease Prevention Maps and Movement
Range Maps. We do find there is a limit to the data we can share or disclose without
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risking re-identification of individual information, and there is a need for greater research
and development around PETs that can enable more data sharing.
We release Disease Prevention Maps and Movement Range Maps in a format to help
prevent re-identification, while preserving insights that are useful in responding to
crises.70 These datasets are aggregated in a way that protects the privacy of individuals
by using techniques like spatial smoothing to create weighted averages and avoid using
map tiles where very few people live.71 We further apply a differential privacy framework
for publicly available Movement Range Maps, which concern movement of people over
time.72 Differential privacy minimizes risk of re-identification of individual data with the
help of possible additional information — even information we cannot anticipate now.73
Applying a differential privacy framework takes into account the sensitivity of the data
set and adds noise proportionally to ensure with high probability that no one can
re-identify users.74
We share more detailed, protected datasets, such as Disease Prevention Maps, only with
our network of trusted partners that are accompanied by additional legal and
organizational safeguards, such as data use agreements to stipulate clear guidelines that
ensure responsible data practices.75 One example is a type of Disease Prevention Map
called co-location maps, which reveal the probability that people in one area will come in
proximity with people in another, helping illuminate where COVID-19 cases may appear
next.76 The research partners enrolled in the Data for Good program still only have access
to aggregate information from Facebook.77 That is, the sharing of these protected
datasets still rely on PETs via de-identification and pseudonymization techniques.78
For example, we will aggregate data points over a given period of time and a given
geographic region.
Entities sharing data should always try to use the strongest PETs available that still meet
the intended uses and purposes of the dataset. Yet ambiguity tends to arise in how to
implement this approach in practice, as well as where and what further legal and
organizational safeguards can be coupled with PETs for a robust approach. For instance,
in its Guidelines 04/2020 on the use of location data and contact tracing tools in the
context of the COVID-19 outbreak, the EDPB emphasized “when it comes to using
location data, preference should always be given to the processing of anonymised data
rather than personal data.”79 The EDPB acknowledges that rendering location data
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anonymous is highly complex, but suggests that options for effective anonymization of
mobile phone datasets do exist.80 In another example, a recent op-ed in Science, signed
by doctors, epidemiologists, disease modeling experts, and data privacy scholars,
underscored the need for PETs coupled with legal and organization safeguards
for effective COVID 19 response and the significant beneficial value of sharing
such datasets.81

Questions for discussion
1. What are reactions to the EDPB’s framework for location data? How might we
apply to other types of data more broadly?
2. What is the appropriate framework for assessing feasibility and effectiveness of
“reasonable” or “robust” anonymization vs other types of de-identification and
pseudonymization for a given purpose?
3. What additional legal and organizational safeguards have proved efficient and
effective in facilitating the sharing of mobility data to respond to the crisis?
4. How could we create incentives for more research into PETs, to address the desire
for more granular data releases that are currently not feasible without
compromising data protection?
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What’s Next?
The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has brought consumer technology companies
such as Facebook together with public health authorities, researchers, and many more to
support communities in responding to the emergency. The GDPR and other laws already
contemplated balancing the need for data protection with other fundamental rights, and
the pandemic has demonstrated both the importance of this approach and that crucial
and practical questions remain. This paper and the conversations that will follow it are
intended to lay out key issues and start to address hard questions about how consumer
technology companies can assist these vital efforts with data and technology that can be
implemented in a privacy-protective way to maximize the benefits while mitigating the
risks. Such collaboration has the potential to benefit everyone, from individuals to health
and humanitarian organizations to governments. We hope that transparency in our
decision-making and practices, as well as better consensus around accompanying rules
of the road, can help foster trust in critical and potentially life-saving efforts.
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